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This article provides series expansions of the stationary distribution of a finite
Markov chain. This leads to an efficient numerical algorithm for computing the
stationary distribution of a finite Markov chain. Numerical examples are given to
illustrate the performance of the algorithm.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let P denote the transition kernel of a Markov chain defined on a finite state space S
having unique stationary distribution pP. For example, think of P as the embedded
jump chain of an M/M/1/c queue, where c is a finite number denoting the buffer
capacity of the queue. What would be the effect on the stationary behavior of the
queue if, for example, we increase the buffer capacity or adjusted the service rate
of the queue? Let Q denote the Markov transition kernel of the Markov chain
modeling the alternative system and assume that Q has unique stationary distribution
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pQ. The question about the effect of switching from P to Q on the stationary behavior
is expressed by pP 2 pQ, the difference between the stationary distributions. Let
k.ktv denote the total variation norm; then the above problem can be phrased as
follows: Can kpP 2 pQktv be approximated or bounded in terms of kP 2 Qktv?
This is known as perturbation analysis of Markov chains (PAMC) in the literature.
In this article we will show that pP 2 pQ can be arbitrarily closely approximated
by a polynomial in (Q 2 P)DP, where DP denotes the deviation matrix associated
with P; a precise definition will be given later. The starting point is the representation
pQ ¼
Xk
n¼0
pP((Q P)DP)n þ pQ((Q P)DP)kþ1 (1)
for any k  0, a proof of which will be given in Section 3.1. This series expansion of
pQ provides the means of approximating pQ byQ and entities given via the PMarkov
chain only. In order to obtain a bound for the remainder term, we propose to work
with the weighted supremum norm, denoted by k . kv, where v is some vector with
positive nonzero elements, and for any v [ RS,
kwkv ¼def sup
i[S
jw(i)j
v(i)
; (2)
see, for example, [8]. We will show that
pQ(s)
Xk
n¼0
pP((Q P)DP)n
 !
(s)  dk(Q P)DPkkþ1v
for any k [ N and any s [ S, where v can be any vector satisfying v(s)  1 for s [ S
and d is some finite computable constant. In particular, the above error bound can be
computed without knowledge of pQ. The key idea of our approach is to solve, for all
k, the optimization problem
mink((Q P)DP)kkv
subject to
v(s)  1 for s [ S:
(3)
Surprisingly enough, it will turn out that the solution v* of the above optimization
problem is independent of k. The vector v* thus yields the optimal measure of
the rate of convergence of the series in (1). Moreover, the series in (1) tends to con-
verge extremely fast due to the fact that in many examples, v* can be found such that
k(Q2 P)DPkv*  1. To the best of our knowledge, the limit of the series in (1)
first appeared in [2]; however, neither upper bounds for the remainder term nor
numerical examples were given there.
The use of series expansions for computational purposes is not new. It has been used
in various fields for different purposes—for instance, in the field of linear algebra [3].
In [1] the authors derived the power series for the stationary distribution in a slightly
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different way than [6] and the approach we take in this article, but they do not use it for
real problems or real computations. The novelty of our work is the fact that we combine
the ideas obtained and extend them such that problems can be really solved.
The series expansion for the finite-state Markov chains in this article is derived in a
very elegant manner using the Poisson equation. We remark that this series expansion
holds in a very general format under proper conditions. The derivation of this has been
done in [6], which is a generalization of [2].
The work presented in this article is part of a major research project on numerical
algorithms based on series expansions of Markov chains. The present article estab-
lishes the main theoretical results. In a follow-up article, we will study our method-
ology for large-scale problems.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic facts on finite Markov
chains. The series expansion (1) is discussed in Section 3. In particular, numerical
examples are provided. Section 4 presents the extension to convex combinations of
Markov chains.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON FINITE MARKOV CHAINS
Let S denote a finite set with 0, S, 1 elements. For notational convenience we
will identify S with the set f1, . . . , Sg. We consider Markov kernels on state space
S. Such a Markov kernel, say P, can be written as a square matrix P [ [0,1]SS.
Element (i, j) of P is denoted by P(i, j) and represents the probability of
jump from state i to state j, which implies
P
j[S P(i, j) ¼ 1, for all i [ S. The prob-
ability of going from state i to state j in n steps is denoted by Pn(i, j), where the
Markov kernel Pn is simply obtained from taking the nth power of P. Provided it
exists, we denote the unique stationary distribution of P by pP and its ergodic projec-
tor by PP; that is, for any distribution m, it holds that mPP ¼ pP. In order to simplify
the notation, we will—with a slight abuse of notation—identify pP with PP.
Throughout the article we assume thatP is aperiodic and unichain, whichmeans that
there is one closed irreducible set of states and a (possibly empty) set of transient states.
We write jAj(i, j) to denote the (i, j)th element of the matrix of absolute values of
A [ RSS; additionally, we use the notation jAj for the matrix of absolute values of A.
The main tool for our analysis is the weighted supremum norm, also called the
v-norm, as defined in (2). For a matrix A [ RSS, the v-norm is given by
kAkv ¼def sup
i;kwkv1
PS
j¼1
jA(i; j)w( j )j
v(i)
:
Observe that
kAkv ¼ sup
i
PS
j¼1
jAj(i; j)v( j)
v(i)
;
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which is due to kvkv ¼ 1 and the fact that kwkv  1 implies jw(i)j  v(i) for i [ S
Obviously, this implies
v(i)kAkv 
XS
j¼1
jAj(i; j)v( j); i [ S;
and hence, using v(i)  1, i [ S, we obtain
max
j[S
jAj(i; j)  kAkvv(i); i [ S: (4)
From (4) it readily follows that v-norm convergence to zero implies elementwise con-
vergence to zero. More precisely, let fA(n) [ RSS, n ¼ 1, 2, . . .g be given such that
limn!1 kA(n)kv ¼ 0 exists; then limn!1jA(n)j(i, j) ¼ 0 exists 8i, j [ S. Next, we
introduce v-geometric ergodicity (also called v-normed ergodicity) of P; see [12]
for details.
DEFINITION 2.1: A Markov chain P is v-geometric ergodic if c,1, b , 1 and N ,
1 exist such that
kPn PPkv  cbn
for all n  N.
The following lemma shows that any finite-state aperiodic Markov chain is
v-geometric ergodic.
LEMMA 2.2: For finite-state and aperiodic P, a finite number N exists such that
kPn PPkv  cbn
for all n  N, where c, 1 and b , 1.
PROOF: Because of the finite state space and aperiodicity,
lim
n!1P
n(i; j) ¼ PP(i; j); i; j [ S:
Moreover, it is possible to take N sufficiently large such that
8i [ S :
PS
j¼1
jPN PPj(i; j)v( j)
v(i)
, e;
with e , 1. Because Pn2 PP ¼ (P2 PP)n for n  1, this means that
k(PPP)Nkv , e: (5)
For n. N, taking appropriate integers n, k, and l such that n ¼ kN þ l, we find
kPn PPkv  e kkPl PPkv; (6)
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using norm inequalities. Define
c ¼def sup
l¼0;...;N1
kPl PPkv (7)
and b ¼def e1=2N . Since e , 1, it follows that b , 1, which implies
e k ¼ b2kN  bkNþN  bkNþl ¼ bn; (8)
where we use the fact that 0  l , N and that n . N implies k  1. Inserting (7) and
(8) in (6), we obtain the lemma. B
We write DP for the deviation matrix associated with P; in symbols,
DP ¼
X1
m¼0
(Pm PP): (9)
Note that DP is finite for any aperiodic finite-state Markov chain; see Lemma 2.2.
Moreover, the deviation matrix can be rewritten as
DP ¼
X1
m¼0
(PPP)m PP;
where
P
m¼0
1 (P 2 PP)
m is often referred to as the group inverse; see, for instance,
[2,4]. A general definition that is valid for any possibly periodic Markov chain can
be found in, [14], for example.
3. SERIES EXPANSIONS
We are interested in the performance of a system when some of its parameters or
characteristics are changed. The system as given is modeled as a Markov chain
with kernel P, the changed system with kernel Q. We assume that both Markov
chains have a common finite state space S as defined earlier (i.e., P, Q [
[0, 1]SS). Note that sometimes phantom states have to be added to Q or P in
order to achieve this; see Section 3.5 for an example. We also assume, as indicated
earlier, that both Markov kernels are aperiodic and unichain. The goal of Section
3.1 is to obtain the stationary distribution of Q, denoted by pQ, via a series expan-
sion in P. In Section 3.2 we comment on the speed of convergence of this series.
When applying these concepts to actually compute the stationary distribution, we
have to solve the optimization problem stated in (3). We explain in Section 3.3
how to find an optimal solution. We summarize our results in an algorithm,
presented in Section 3.4. Finally, we illustrate our approach with numerical
examples in Section 3.5.
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3.1. Series Representation for pQ
Let P be unichain (not necessarily finite). Elementary calculation shows (use the defi-
nition of DP in (9))
(I  P)DP ¼ I PP:
This is the Poisson equation in matrix format. Multiply this equation by PQ, where
PQ denotes the projective operator of Q. Since P is unichain, it holds that PQPP ¼
PP, and we obtain
PQ(I  P)DP ¼ PQ PP:
Using PQ ¼ PQQ, we obtain
PQ ¼ PP þPQ(Q P)DP: (10)
Inserting (10) for PQ in the right-hand side of (10), we obtain
PQ ¼ PP þPP(Q P)DP þPQ((Q P)DP)2:
Repeating this step k times yields
PQ ¼ PP
Xk
n¼0
((Q P)DP)n þPQ((Q P)DP)kþ1 (11)
for k  0. Based on the above equation, we introduce the following notation. Let
k  0, then H(k), with
H(k) ¼defPP
Xk
n¼0
((Q P)DP)n;
is called a series approximation of degree k for PQ, T(k), with
T(k) ¼defPP((Q P)DP)k; (12)
denotes the kth element of H(k), and R(k), with
R(k) ¼defPQ((Q P)DP)kþ1;
is called the remainder term. Notice that the remainder term R(k) almost equals
the (k þ 1)st term of H(k þ 1) (i.e., T(k þ 1)), except for the prefactor, which is
PQ in R(k) and PP in T(k þ 1). The quality of the approximation provided by H(k)
is given through the remainder term R(k). This issue is discussed in the next
subsection.
3.2. Convergence of the Series
In this section we investigate the limiting behavior of H(k) as k tends to 1. We first
establish sufficient conditions for the existence of the series.
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LEMMA 3.1: The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The series
P
k¼0
1 ((Q 2 P)DP)
k is convergent.
(ii) There are N and dN[ (0, 1) such that k((Q 2 P)DP)Nkv , dN.
(iii) There are N, k, and d, 1 such that k((Q 2 P)DP)kkv  kdk for k  N.
(iv) There are N and d[ (0, 1) such that k((Q 2 P)DP)kkv , dk for any k  N.
PROOF: We first show that (i) implies (ii). Provided that
P
k¼0
1 ((Q 2 P)DP)
k
converges, it holds that
lim
k!1
½((Q P)DP)k(i; j) ¼ 0
for i, j [ S. Since S is finite, it is possible to take k sufficiently large such thatP
j[S
j((Q P)DP)kj(i; j)v( j)
v(i)
, 1;
which implies (ii).
Now suppose that (ii) holds true, and set 1 ¼def k((Q P)DP)Nkv. Let k  N and let
m and l be integers such that k ¼ mN þ l. Then
k((Q P)DP)kkv ¼ k((Q P)DP)mNþlkv
 k((Q P)DP)mNkv k((Q P)DP)lkv
 1mk((Q P)DP)lkv: (13)
Set
k ¼def sup
i¼0;...;N1
k((Q P)DP)ikv
and d ¼ 11/2N. By (ii), 1 , 1 and, thus, d ,1. Hence, the following holds:
dk ¼ dmNþl  d2mN ¼ 1m;
where we use the fact that 0  l , N and that for k  N, it holds that m  1. Inserting
the above in (13) yields (iii).
Suppose (iii) holds. In the case that k  1, (iv) is immediate. In the case that k . 1,
let, N and b ,1 be such that
k1=nd  b; n  N:
Then
kdn  bn; n  N;
and (iv); is satisfied.
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Suppose (iv); then
X1
k¼0
k((Q P)DP)kkv 
dN
1 dþ
XN1
k¼0
k((Q P)DP)kkv:
Hence, the series is convergent with respect to the v-norm. Since v-norm convergence
implies elementwise convergence, (i) follows. B
Remark 3.2: Note that the fact that the maximal eigenvalue of j(Q2 P)DPj is smaller
than one is not necessary for
P
k¼0
1 ((Q 2 P)DP)
k to converge, which stems from the
fact that ((Q 2 P)DP)
k has positive and negative entries.
Existence of the limit ofH(k) [see (i) in Lemma 3.1], is equivalent to an exponential
decay in the v-norm of the elements of the series [see (iv) in Lemma 3.1]. For practical
purposes, one needs to identify the decay rate d and the threshold value N after which
the exponential decay occurs. We found in our numerical experiments that it is most
convenient to work with condition (ii) in Lemma 3.1. More specifically, we work with
the following condition.
(C) There exists a finite number N such that we can find dN[ (0, 1) that satisfies
k((Q P)DP)Nkv , dN ;
and we set
cvdN ¼
def 1
1 dN
XN1
k¼0
((Q P)Dp)k


v
:
As shown in the following lemma, the factor cdN
v in condition (C) allows one to
establish an upper bound for the remainder term that is independent of PQ.
LEMMA 3.3: Under (C), it holds that
(i) kR(k2 1)kv  cvdNkT(k)kv for all k
(ii) limk!1 H(k) ¼ PP
P
n¼0
1 ((Q 2 P)Dp)
n2PQ
PROOF: By definition, we have
kR(k  1)kv ¼ pQ 
Xk1
l¼0
T(l )


v
¼
X1
l¼k
T(l)


v
:
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This is obviously equal to
PP
X1
l¼k
((Q P)DP)l


v
¼ PP((Q P)DP)k
X1
l¼0
((Q P)DP)l


v
 kT(k)kv
X1
l¼0
((Q P)DP)l


v
 kT(k)kv
X1
l¼0
((Q P)DP)lN


v
XN1
k¼0
((Q P)DP)k


v
 1
1 dN kT(k)kv
XN1
k¼0
((Q P)DP)k


v
;
which proves the first part of the lemma.
With (4), it is sufficient to show that we have v-norm convergence for PQ2H(k).
Using claim (i), we obtain
0  kR(k)kv  cvdN kPPkvk((Q P)DP)kþ1kv:
By Lemma 3.1(iv), the right-hand side in the above inequality converges to zero. This
proves the claim. B
An example in which the seriesH(k) fails to converge is illustrated in the following.
Example 3.4: Suppose the state space S ¼ f0,1, . . . , Sg. Let P(i, j) ¼ Q(i, j) for i=0
and all j, P(0, 0) ¼ Q(0, S ) ¼ 1, and P(i, i 2 1) ¼ 1 for i=0. Then
PP(i; 0) ¼ 1;
DP(i; j) ¼
X1
k¼0
(Pk PP)(i; j) ¼ 1
for i  j  1 and is equal to zero for i  1, i , j and
DP(i; 0) ¼ (i 1);
DP(0; j) ¼ 0
for all j  0. Hence, ((Q 2 P)D)(i, j) ¼ 0 for i = 0,
((Q P)D)(0; j) ¼ (S j)
for j  1, and
((Q P)D)(0; 0) ¼ (S 1);
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and we have that
((Q P)D)k(0; 0) ¼ ((S 1))k:
Therefore, the series is divergent.
Remark 3.5: The series expansion for PQ put forward in Lemma 3.3(ii) is well
known; see [2] and [9] for the case of finite Markov chains and [6] for the general
case. It is, however, worth noting that in the aforementioned articles, the series was
obtained via a differentiation approach, whereas the representation is derived in this
article is from the elementary equation (11).
Remark 3.6: Provided that det(I 2 (Q 2 P)DP)= 0, (10) determines pQ uniquely
and one can obtain pQ from
pQ ¼ PP(I  (Q P)DP)1: (14)
Moreover, provided that the limit
lim
k!1
H(k) ¼ lim
k!1
pP
X1
n¼0
((Q P)DP)n
exists (see Lemma 3.1 for sufficient conditions), it yields pQ as pP
P
n¼0
1 ((Q 2
P)DP)
n; see Lemma 3.3.
Equation (14) is the starting point for derivation of the series expansion put forward
in Lemma 3.3(ii) in [2].
Remark 3.7: Note that a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for (C) is
k(Q P)DPkv , d; d , 1: (15)
Wewill present examples for which it turns out that k(Q 2 P)DPkv . 1, although (C)
is satisfied for N  2. In [1,3] it is even assumed that
k(Q P)kv , g1 (16)
with g1. 0, a finite constant, and
kDPkv ,
c
1 b (17)
with c. 0 and 0 ,b , 1 finite constants. If
g1c
1 b , 1; (18)
then (15) and hence (C) is clearly fulfilled. However, we will illustrate with
some examples presented in Section 3.5 and Section 4.1 that we cannot find v such
that (16)–(18) hold. Hence, for numerical purposes, these conditions are too strong.
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3.3. Bounding the Remainder Term
Until now we have not specified v. The quality of approximation by H(k2 1) is given
by the remainder term R(k2 1), and in applications, v should be chosen such that it
minimizes cvdNkT(k)kv, thus minimizing our upper bound for the remainder term. Since
cvdN is independent of k, we focus on T(k) for finding an optimal upper bound.
Specifically, we have to find a bounding vector v that minimizes kT(k)kv uniformly
w.r.t. k. As the following theorem shows, the unit vector, denoted by 1, with all com-
ponents equal to one, yields the minimal value for kT(k)kv for any k. The proof of the
theorem is given in the Appendix.
THEOREM 3.8: The unit vector 1 minimizes kT(k)kv uniformly over k; that is,
8k  1: inf
v
kT(k)kv ¼ kT(k)k1: (19)
Remark 3.9: As for the results in [1,3], following the line of argument put forward in
the Appendix, it can be shown that the smallest g1 in (16) is the maximal eigenvalue
of j(Q 2 P)j, and the smallest c/(12 b) is precisely the maximal eigenvalue of jDPj.
Again, we note that often the product of these maximal eigenvalues is not smaller than
one. In Sections 3.5 and 4.1 we will present examples for which cg1/(1 2 b) . 1. If
this is the case, then according to [1, 3] we cannot decide whether the series H(k) con-
verges to PQ. Hence, their condition is too restrictive for numerical purposes.
3.4. Algorithm
In this subsection we describe a numerical approach to computing our upper
bound for the remainder term R(k). We search for N such that
1 . dN ¼def k((Q P)DP)Nk1, which implies that (C) holds for N and dN . Then the
upper bound for R(k) is obtained from c1dNk((Q P)DP)kþ1k1. Based on the above,
we can now describe an algorithm that yields an approximation for pQ with 1 pre-
cision. The algorithm has two main parts. First, cdN
1 is computed. Then, the series
can be computed in an iterative way until a predefined level of precision is reached.
Algorithm 1
Chose precision 1 . 0. Set k ¼ 1, T(1) ¼ PP(Q 2 P)DP and H(0) ¼ PP.
Step 1: Find N such that k((Q 2 P)DP)N k1,1. Set dN ¼ k((Q 2 P)DP )Nk1 and
compute
c1dN ¼
1
1 dN
XN1
k¼0
((Q P)DP)k


1
:
Step 2: If
c1dNkT(k)k1 , e;
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the algorithm terminates and H(k 2 1) yields the desired approximation.
Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3: Set H(k) ¼ H(k 2 1) þ T(k). Set k :¼ k þ 1 and T(k) ¼ T(k2 1)(Q 2
P)DP. Go to Step 2.
LEMMA 3.10: Provided that
P
k20
1 ((Q 2 P)DP)
k is finite, Algorithm 1 terminates in a
finite number of steps.
PROOF: By Lemma 3.1, finiteness of
P
k20
1 ((Q 2 P)DP)
k implies (C). Thus, we know
from Lemma 3.3 that kR(k)k1  cdN1 kT(k þ 1)k1 for any k. Since
kT(k þ 1)k1  kPPk1k((Q P)DP)kk1;
the proof of the claim follows from the fact that limk!1k((Q 2 P)DP)kk1 ¼ 0; see
Lemma 3.1. B
3.5. Numerical Examples
Consider a model in which customers have to be served first at station 1 and, after
having successfully completed service, move on to station 2 to receive service
there. We assume that customers receive a successful service at station 1 with prob-
ability 12 p; that is, a fraction p of the customers has to go through station 1
again. Customers arrive at the system according to a Poisson process with rate l
and are served at station i, i ¼ 1, 2, with an exponential service time with rate mi.
We assume the waiting capacity at both stations to be finite [i.e., bi customers can
be at station i (including the customer in service)] and that customers that find
upon arrival or service completion no free buffer places at the next station are lost.
The current system with parameters l, m1, m2, b1, and b2 is modeled as a uniformized
embedded Markov chain with kernel P, and its stationary distribution pP is known. In
all examples we take p ¼ 0.25, m1 ¼ 2, m2 ¼ 2, and b1 ¼10 ¼ b2. We are interested
in the probability that customers find station 2 full; we call this probability the over-
flow probability and denote it by pl.
We want to investigate what happens when the waiting capacity of station 2 is
expanded to b2 þ 1. Hence, kernel Q represents the uniformized embedded
Markov chain of the system with an additional buffer place at station 2. Note that
we created a phantom state b2 þ 1 in the P kernel, from which a jump to b2 occurs
with probability 1. We denote the prediction for pl based on H(k) by pl(k).
Figure 1 shows the absolute relative error (in formula, jpl2pl(k)j/pl) for different
values of k and different values for l (i.e., different traffic loads). As can be seen,
the overflow probability can be predicted within an error of 1% through H(16), and
in the light-traffic case, H(11) is sufficient.
We now turn to the numerical behavior of our upper bound for the remainder term.
For given l, denote by rl(k) the upper bound for R(k) given in Lemma 3.3. Figure 2
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illustrates the relative error of our upper bound (in formula, (rl(k)2 ( pl2 pl(k)))/pl)
or various values of l and different values of k. For l ¼ 0.25, we obtained (C) for
N ¼ 3 and c1dN ¼ 11.17; for l ¼ 1.0, we obtained (C) for N ¼ 4 and c1dN ¼ 4.65;
and for l ¼ 1.75, we obtained (C) for N ¼ 5 and c1dN ¼ 15.397.
To illustrate the decay of the relative error induced by the upper bound for the
remainder term, we show in Figure 3 the relative error of our upper bound for
values of k between 11 and 20.
Remark 3.11: Let us turn to the condition of [1, 3]. For p ¼ 0.5, for instance, the smal-
lest g1 is 0.6718 and the smallest c/(12b) is 6.5557, and, hence, cg1/(12b). 1,
although (C) holds; see Remark 3.7.
4. A POWER SERIES APPROACH
Let P andQ be given as in Section 2. In this section, we study the convex combination
Pu ¼ (1 u)Pþ uQ; u [ ½0; 1; (20)
FIGURE 1. Absolute relative error.
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of the two chains. We are now interested in the effect of changing u to u þ D on the
stationary distribution of Pu, denoted by pu, and the corresponding projective oper-
ator, denoted by IIu. Following the same procedure as in Section 3.1, we obtain
PuþD ¼ Pu
Xk
n¼0
((PuþD  Pu)Du)n þPuþD((PuþD  Pu)Du)kþ1
for k  0. From (20) it is easily seen that
PuþD  Pu ¼ D(Q P)
so that the above series can be written as
PuþD ¼ Pu
Xk
n¼0
Dn((Q P)Du)n þPuþDDkþ1((Q P)Du)kþ1 (21)
for k  0. For k  0, we define the series approximation Hu,D(k) by
Hu;D(k) ¼defPu
Xk
n¼0
Dn((Q P)DPu )n; (22)
FIGURE 2. Relative error of the bound of the remainder term.
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where we denote the kth element of the above series by
Tu;D(k) ¼def DkPu((Q P)DPu )k;
and the remainder term RD(k) is given through
Ru;D(k) ¼defPuþDDkþ1((Q P)DPu )kþ1:
For the series Hu,D(k) to converge, D
kTu,D(k) has to converge to zero as k tends to 1.
This leads to the following adaptation of (C).
(C)(u) There exist finite numbers N and dN
u [ (0, 1) such that
k((Q P)Du)Nkv  duN ;
and we set
cv
duN
¼def 1
1 duN
XN1
k¼0
((Q P)Du)k


v
:
Condition (C)(u) implies that Hu,D(k) converges at least for all D with jDj , 1/dNu.
The following lemma is a straightforward adaptation of the result for series expansion.
FIGURE 3. Relative error of the bound of the remainder term.
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LEMMA 4.1: For u[ [0, 1], let (C)(u) be satisfied for some dN
u . Then it holds for all
jDj , 1/dNu that
(i) kRu,D(k 2 1)  cvduN kTu,D(k)kv for all k
(ii) limk!1 Hu,D(k) ¼ PuþD.
The above leads to the following algorithm, which yields an approximation for
puþD with 1 precision, where we make use of Theorem 3.8.
Algorithm 2
Chose precision 1. 0. Set k ¼ 1, Tu,D(1) ¼ DPu(Q 2 P)Du and Hu,D(0) ¼ Pu.
Step 1: Find N such that k((Q 2 P)Du)Nk1 , 1. Set dNu ¼ k((Q 2 P)Du)Nk1 and
compute
c1
duN
¼ 1
1 duN
XN1
k¼0
((Q P)Du)k


1
:
Step 2: If
c1
duN
kTu;D(k)k1 , e;
the algorithm terminates and Hu,D(k 21) yields the desired approxi-
mation. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3: Set
Tu;D(k þ 1) ¼ DTu;D(k)(Q P)DPu
and Hu,D(k) ¼ Hu,D(k21) þ Tu,D(k). Let k :¼ k þ 1 and go to Step 2.
The above algorithm is not guaranteed to yield the desired approximation,
which stems from the fact that jDj might lay outside the radius of convergence of the
series in (22). However, 1/dN
u as computed by the above algorithm yields a lower
bound for radius of convergence of Hu,D(k) and thus is an indication of the maximal
value of jDj.
Remark 4.2: Taking u ¼ 0 and D ¼ 1, we are in the situation of Section 3.1. In
symbols, H(k) ¼ Hu,1(k) for k  0.
The series given in (21) is obviously a power series. Moreover, it is shown in
[7] that under v-geometric ergodicity of Pu, the term Pu ((Q 2P)DPu)
n is equal to
dPu/du
n. This means that (21) is a Taylor series.
Hence, Lemma 4.1 yields a lower bound for the radius of convergence of the Taylor
series Hu,D; that is, Hu,D converges to the right function on D[ [0, (1/d
u
N)]. In other
words, 1/duN is the lower bound for the domain of analyticity of Pu.
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We apply our theoretical results to the coupled processors model. Consider a system
with two finite queues, each with their own server. Customers for queue i enter the
system at a Poisson rate li. As long as there are customers in both queues, the server
of queue i works at service rate mi. However, if the server of queue i is idle, it joins
the nonidle server j, making the average service rate of the nonidle queue larger than mj.
There are but few analytical results for this model; see [5, 11] for a derivation of the
moment generating function of the joint distribution. In particular, no closed-form
solution for the stationary distribution is known. In [10], a heavy-traffic approxi-
mation was found, and in [7], a large deviation analysis is given.
For P, we take the kernel of the system where customers arrive with rate li to queue
i and where each queue has its own server that serves at rate mi, independent of the
state of the other queue. We denote the Markov kernel of the embedded jump
chain of the coupled processor model by Q. Then the kernel Pu (see (20) for the defi-
nition) represents a system in which the server of an idle queue joins the nonidle
queue with probability u.
Consider the following numerical example. Take l1 ¼ 1.9, l2 ¼ 1.8, m1¼ m2 ¼ 2,
b1 ¼ 5, and b2 ¼ 5. We are interested in the probability that queue 1 is full, and we
call this the overflow probability. We denote the overflow probability given by Pu
by pˆu. We develop the series at u ¼ 0; that is, DPu ¼ DP and PuþD ¼ PD with
FIGURE 4. Absolute relative error.
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Pu ¼ PP. The series in (22) thus reads
H0;D(k) ¼ PP
Xk
n¼0
Dn((Q P)DP)n
for k  0.
Let pˆD(k) denote the prediction of the overflow probability based onH0,D(k). Figure 4
shows the absolute relative error (in formula, jpˆD – pˆD(k)j/pˆD) of predicting the overflow
probability at queue 1 by H0,D(k) for different values of k and different values for D.
Figure 5 shows the absolute relative error of the remainder term (in formula,
(rˆD(k) – ( pˆD – pˆD(k)))/pˆD, where rˆD(k) denotes our upper bound for R0,D(k)) for differ-
ent values of k and different values of D. In all cases, condition C(0) is satisfied for
N ¼ 2 and c1d0N ¼ 0.84.
Remark 4.3: For this example it turns out that cg1/(12b) ¼ 0.3342  14.1940. 1;
see also Remark 3.7.
5. Conclusion
We presented a new algorithm for the approximative computation of characteristics of
finite Markov chains. It could be shown that under quite mild conditions, the
FIGURE 5. Relative error of the upper bound of the remainder term.
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algorithm approximates the true solution. Moreover, upper bounds for the error of the
approximations could be established. Numerical examples illustrated the fast conver-
gence rate of our algorithm. In future work we will study our methodology for large-
scale problems.
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APPENDIX
We give a proof of Theorem 3.8. Let A ¼ jPP((Q – P)DP)kj for k[ N. The important case is
when A has nonzero elements. Indeed, if A is identical to the zero matrix, then its trivial that
0 ¼ inf
v
kAkv ¼ kAk1:
Now suppose that A has nonzero elements. The key observation for the proof is that any two
rows of A are identical. Suppose that A hasm nonzero columns. Hence, after possible relabeling
of states, A is of the form
A ¼ A1 01
A2 02
 
;
where A1 is an m  m-dimensional matrix with all elements larger than zero, A2 is an (S – m) 
m matrix with all elements larger than zero, and 01 and 02 are zero matrices of appropriate size.
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The proof has two main steps. First, we will show that
l ¼ inf
v
kA1kv; (A:1)
where l denotes the maximal eigenvalue of A1. In a second step, we will show that (A.1) holds
when A1 is replaced by the original matrix A.
We now turn to the proof of (A.1). Observe that solving (A.1) can be interpreted as finding
the minimal value of kA1kv. This problem can be translated into an equivalent linear program-
ming problem as follows. We have to find the minimal value for d such that the problem
min
X
i[S
v(i) (A:2)
such that
(A1  dI)v  0
and
v  1;
returns a feasible solution v. The following lemma shows that the minimal d for which (A.2) has
a solution is equal to the maximal eigenvalue of A1.
LEMMA A.1: The linear programming problem (A.2) for any d[ [l,1) has a solution, where
l. 0 is the maximal eigenvalue of A1.
PROOF: Note that A1 is a full matrix and thus irreducible. Furthermore, all elements of A1 are
larger than or equal to zero. Thus, Theorem 4.5 in [14, Chap. 1] applies, which gives immedi-
ately that for any d larger than or equal to the maximal eigenvalue l, the linear programming
problem (A.2) has a solution. With the Perron Frobenius theorem, it follows that l. 0. Finally,
use Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 (both are in [14, Chap. 1]) to conclude that for any d, the
feasible vector v is the rescaled unique positive eigenvector associated with l. B
Matrix A1 has identical rows; thus, any eigenvector associated with the maximal eigenvalue of
A1 has identical components. This implies A11 ¼ l1 and, by Lemma 5.1,
l ¼ kA1k1 ¼ inf
v
kA1kv;
which establishes (A.1).
For the second part of the proof, note that the fact that A1 and A2 have equal rows implies that
(A1v)(i) ¼ (A2v)( j)
for 1  i  m and m þ 1  j  S. Consequently,
l ¼ kAk1 ¼ inf
v
kAkv;
which proves the claim.
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